Improve your Proﬁtability
with AXIS Group Travel
By increasing visibility across all your departments – from Group to
Agency to Accounting – AXIS Group Travel will empower your team
to work more eﬃciently, consistently and collaboratively, ensuring
that every dollar you invest in them pays oﬀ.

Unify Your Team

See the Whole Picture

Grow Proﬁts

Have your front and back oﬃce staﬀ
share one system, so that they can
collaborate more eﬀectively.

Keep an eye on each individual
department to see how everyone is
successfully contributing to your
bottom line.

Rely on customizable aggregate
reports and dashboards to pinpoint
opportunities for boosting revenue
and cutting costs.

Stay Connected

Streamline Workﬂow

Be in Control

Keep details on itineraries, pricing,
inventory, customers and sales in one
place, so that everyone is aware of
the information at hand – in real
time.

Build standardized group templates
for all group planners to ensure
ease of setup, consistency
and eﬃciency.

Track and control your pricing,
inventory, rules and selling
procedures to maintain accuracy and
precision on every level.
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Shop & Book with Ease

Save Time

Be Accurate

Easily ﬁnd available groups by type,
date and destination and sell from
inventory by specifying quantities
and selecting available options.

Setup trips quickly by using pre-built
group templates that contain
itinerary and pricing details.

Ensure accuracy through strong
upfront validation when it comes to
trip-building and invoicing.

Reduce Errors

Reduce Training

Gain Visibility

Rely on strong booking validation to
minimize accounting follow-up with
agents.

Set up accounting rules and tables
that match your agency’s preferences
and drive consistency.

Easily audit the ﬂow of transactions
among the back oﬃce, agents and
vendors to ensure everything is on
track.

I love the groups program; it has been so nice to work with. The support and conﬁdence that Campana’s staff gives me is so
helpful. With the tools available I can do anything to make my job easier. Thanks for the help and great instructions.

Gail Bielecky, Tour Planner, CAA Niagara

Want to see AXIS Group Travel in action?
Call us at 1.844.568.7933 or email at sales@campana.com
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